Vestil Manufacturing Co.

GUARD, FORMED GUARD RAIL 12'

PRODUCT MODEL NO: GR-12

DRAWN BY: J.C. HEMMINGER DATE: 2/6/14

SCALE: 1:8 SIZE: A

DWG. NO: 23-024-047

Matl: Galvanized Steel

DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES

CONCENTRIC: ±.006 TIR ±.060 TIR

ANGLES: ±.000 .30° ±.1°

DECIMALS: ±.005 ±.010 ±.025 ±.015

FRACTIONS: ±.015 ±.015

TOLERANCES: MACHINE WELDMENT

COMMENTS: DO NOT SCALE DRAWING

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:

REMOVED ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES
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